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No error message appeared. I pressed play and the game kept loading only showing the loading
screen. I can play the game offline.After about 30 seconds, I tried to play the game online. And get

the error message as below:"The Ubisoft service is currently unavailabe" "The Ubisoft service is
currently unavailabe" Any ideas or suggestions on this problem will be appreciated.Thanks in

advance. Another last minute Assassins Creed 4 fix. The game no longer crashes after playing for
about an hour and a half with the occasional framerate drop. I think this is a silver lining in a very

bad storm. So what did I do? I had a look at what Ubisoft had changed on their Steam & Uplay
servers. I ran my Steam client & set up a new Ubisoft account (needed to log in using my new

account). I then used my Ubisoft Connect account to log into Steam and did a clean install of Black
Flag. The game installed without error, and I was able to play for a good hour or so. Hi,I'm having an
issue on my Macbook Pro running Lion. I have been trying to install Assassin's Creed 4: Black Flag

since it was released but I've been getting an error every time I try to run the game on my mac. The
error is "The Ubisoft server was unable to be found. Please try again later" and it says the failed

session was Unable to load game content." I have reinstalled my game in the past and deleted the
game files just to try and get it to work. Help! Please! I need help. I tried to install Assassin's Creed 4:

Black Flag through my Uplay and when it installed it was successful but when I started the game it
says that my PC is unable to connect to the server (Error). After 1-2 hours it's still saying the same

thing. How do I fix this?
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players can only access the treasure map chest if they have the required treasure map. once players
have the treasure map, they can go to the treasure map chest and use the first button on the

treasure map to have a locked chest open. the treasure map also allows players to share the chest
with others in their fleet or to see the progress of other players in the chest.  i don't want to play with
my friends, and have no interest in playing the online multiplayer. why are they all online now? the
only thing i want to do is enjoy the caribbean setting, and to keep exploring as i did with assassins

creed brotherhood. hello guys, i've been having the same issue as @mr_law_9019 and @ilzeililz. i've
tried several times to join a fleet, and the server keeps saying "the server has been offline for too

long". i'm using a ps4. the problem for me is the online servers are not working. i've tried to connect
to both pirate and assassin fleets and every time i get a message saying that the server is offline.

i've already contacted ubisoft about this and they said it was a server issue, but now i can't connect
to the game. this app sucks and i'm gonna say it again. i have kenways fleet on my phone, i started
playing it one day and it says i have offline mode, but when i open kenways fleet, the game is not

playing online. i play a lot of kenways fleet, and i've bought all his skins. i have a black flag and i play
on my phone, and the kenways fleet is offline. i contacted ubi support and they said that they fixed a
bug on pc version of the game. if you have the same problem, contact support. i don't want to spend

20 dollars on a skin when i can't play online on kenways fleet. 5ec8ef588b
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